
Frivolous Fun Friday:   

Hello!  Hello!  Hello! :D 

What a glorious week it has been and the weather just seems to be getting better and better! 

*yay* Alright *sighs* let me get back to today’s post.  Due to this week’s unexpected 

schedule (see Wednesday's post) I plan to keep today’s post short(ish) -as short as I can 

muster (and yep I think you realise that sometimes -ok well most of the time, it's a difficult 

task for me -but I will try!). 

(As always, there is a pdf document at the bottom of the post for those who may find this a 

difficult read.) 

Let the Fun  Begin... 

For the past few weeks I have been thinking up questions to ask a Wise WinAmp over on 

Violeta Nedkova's blog (AKA Lyn Midnight); I enjoyed this participation -especially the 

spooky insight of WinAmp!  Please have a wander over to find out what WinAmp had to say 

about my following questions: 

Q: Where does my muse go when I need her? 

Q: What happened to my passport? 

Answers can be found here. 

Q: How likely am I going to reach my ROW80 goals this week? 

Q: Will you help me with fab ideas for my blog posts? 

Q: Winamp -does Violeta work you too hard? 

Answers can be found here. 

These are hillariously accurate for such random questions -if you want a giggle you must 

click on the links above! 

Asides from consulting with Wise WinAmp via Violeta, I have also agreed to take part in a 

collaboration she has devised up: The Blog of Fame: Google Brain Farts -and it’s very fitting 

with all things fun.  If you want to find out what funny searches people have been googling 

and ending up on my blog please head on over to and delve into the goofy silliness that is just 

what we call human nature -errr really?  These are just too funny!  I was shocked (amidst 

giggling extremely) at what odd searches I found. 

What to Expect Over the Next Few Days: 

As promised I hope to have another flash fiction lined up for you on Saturday (tomorrow).  I 

also hope to provide you with a ROW80 update too, so keep your eyes out for that and to see 
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if I have turned around this week or not.  On Sunday, popular resident blogger Patrick Tulley 

will be back with another engaging topic -I wonder what he will discuss this week...  Tuesday 

I will be issuing you with another Triptych Challenge and also collating all the entries for you 

to read (you are in for a treat!) -you still have time to enter just check out the prompts over 

here.  I have other exciting news to share -but I will leave you in suspense for now -ok ok, I'll 

give you a wee clue: 

 Questions and Answers 

 Short Stories 

Can you guess what my news may be? :D  I will let you all a pondering whilst I say my 

goodbyes.  I hope you all have a fab weekend (just incase I forget to wish you that tomorrow) 

and I will keep you updated with all news relevant to yikici -or anything I just take an interest 

in.  Please don't forget if there is a topic you would like me to look into and explore in my 

own yikici-kind-of-way then please feel free to leave a suggestion in the comment box below 

or for those of you who are a wee bit shy drop me a line via my contact page. 
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*** 

Thoughts and comments are encouraged as always -even if it is just a word -as all good 

discussions start with just one word. 
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